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Playbook
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A story about the one
thing that unites us all.

O

nce upon a time, in a land close by, there lived a little girl and a little boy.
They were the best of friends, and they played outside together every day…
Though their bodies aged, their hearts never grew old. They believed deep inside
that no matter how far they travelled, or how lost they felt, they could always
return to their place in Nature where the grass would grow, and the birds would
sing… This is a story about our earth, water, sky, plants, animals, and people.
It is a story about connection and love. It is a story about the one thing that
unites us all, and the one thing that we can never lose. We are Nature.
Whoever you are, and wherever you are in Canada, The Nature Playbook is an
invitation to discover your unique way to connect with Nature, and help others
do the same.

The Nature
Playbook is…
Actions we can all take to connect a new generation
of Canadians with Nature.
Just as the plays in a coach’s playbook spark movement and bring the team together, The Nature
Playbook is designed to inspire action—bringing Canadians into the Nature game.
A Nature play is an action that gets you or other people outside. It can be as easy as taking a kid to the
park, or as ambitious as starting a new Nature school. Anything goes. There are many awesome Nature
plays happening across Canada that you can be a part of, or you can come up with something new.
Use The Nature Playbook as a guide to discover how your actions can be part of a better future for
Canada and for Canadians.

Part of a global strategy.

A team effort.

Seven strategies guide the Nature Plays.
These strategies remind all Canadians that
connections with Nature can be as diverse as
Canada itself. The very same strategies also
frame international efforts to connect people
with Nature through the #NatureForAll
global campaign.

Connecting a new generation with Nature is
a complex challenge, so where do we start?

#1

Bring children into Nature at an early age

#2 Find and share the fun in Nature
#3 Use the urban gateway to Nature
#4 Embrace technology
#5 Share cultural roots and ancestry in Nature
#6 Seek out diverse partnerships

The Nature Playbook comes from the belief
that no single person, policy, government
department, organization, or program can do it
alone. There are endless ways to connect with
Nature, as many ways as there are people in the
world. The Nature Playbook offers suggestions and
possibilities, but also emphasizes the importance
of knowing yourself or your organization, and
connecting on your own terms. The goal is to
reach outside traditional spheres of parks and
conservation, to share this message with a
wider audience.

#7 Empower a new generation of leaders

A reminder of why Nature is important.
Connecting with Nature has been proven to make us happier and healthier.
It reduces stress, lowers blood pressure, strengthens the immune system,
provides more opportunities for physical activity, and helps growing kids
develop creativity, risk management, motor skills, and more. Connecting
a new generation with Nature leads to lifelong love for the outdoors.

You are
Nature.
The 
is 

